Funding after NIAC Phase II

Session Objective: Explore your funding options after NIAC Phase II

My Goal - Keep it Interactive, Light and Informative
Which shape most closely reflects your feelings about the subject?

Pick only one
Audience Profile

Creativity and Imagination
Audience Profile

Leadership
Audience Profile
You Have a Preoccupation with Sex and Booze
Agenda

Panel Introductions

My ?’s to the Panel

Your ?’s to the Panel
The Dilemma

- NASA says- “Think 10-40 years out.”
- Phase I then (if fortunate) Phase II
- Funds research until year 3
- What do you do for funding from year #3 to year #10??????
- The Funding Challenge…
Our Panel

- George Petracek - Atrium Capital – VC’s
- Paul Eremenko - Booze Allen Hamilton - Gov. Agencies
- Rahul Saxena - Seraph Group - Angel Investors
- Doug Comstock - NASA-Innovative Partnership Program Office